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Abstract
We study fermion mass correction to chiral kinetic equations in electromagnetic fields. Different from the chiral limit
where fermion number density is the only independent distribution, the number and spin densities are coupled to each
other for massive fermion systems. To the first order in ~, we derived the quantum correction to the classical on-shell
condition and the Boltzmann-type transport equations. To the linear order in the fermion mass, the mass correction
does not change the structure of the chiral kinetic equations and behaves like additional collision terms. While the mass
correction exists already at classical level in general electromagnetic fields, it is only a first order quantum correction in
the study of chiral magnetic effect.
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The Chiral Magnetic Effect [1] has triggered a lot of interests in nuclear physics [2] and condensedmatter
physics [3]. Three ingredients are crucial for the generation of the chiral magnetic effect, the magnetic
field, the presence of chiral imbalance, and the massless fermions. In high energy heavy ion collisions
which are expected to be a way of realizing the chiral magnetic effect, the coexistence of the first two
ingredients may occur in the quark matter created in the initial stage of the collisions. For an out-of-
equilibrium system in heavy ion collision, a natural way to describe the transport phenomena is through
the kinetic theory in Wigner function formalism [4]. The chiral magnetic effect in out-of-equilibrium state
in chiral limit is recently widely studied in the framework of kinetic theory, for instance [5]. By applying
semiclassical expansion method to the kinetic equations, to the first order in ~, the chiral anomaly related
effects are incorporated into the transport equation for the chiral fermion distribution function [6]. The
transport equation is also applied to phenomenologically study of the charge separation in the pre-thermal
stage of heavy ion collisions [7]. However, all quarks in QCD are massive, even in extremely hot quark
matter. To check the degree of chiral anomaly in a real fermion system, it is necessary to study the fermion
mass effect on the chiral magnetic effect. This is not a trivial problem even in the case of small fermion
mass. With nonzero mass, fermions with different helicity are coupled to each other. It is of fundamental
necessity to find out how finite mass modifies the chiral anomaly effects. There are already several attempts
to study the kinetic equation of massive fermion [8, 9, 10].
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To extract particle distribution functions in the electromagnetic background from the Wigner function
and solve the kinetic equations as an initial value problem, one introduces the equal-time Wigner func-
tion [11]
W(x, p) =
∫
d3yeipy
〈
ψ(x+)e
iQ
∫ 1/2
−1/2 dsA(x+sy)yψ†(x−)
〉
. (1)
The equal-time Wigner function is not Lorentz covariant and is related to the covariant one through the
energy integration, W(x, p) =
∫
dp0W(x, p)γ
0. Since the equal-time Wigner functions is not real, the
physical phase-space densities are defined through their spin components,
W = 1
4
[
f0 + γ5 f1 − iγ0γ5 f2 + γ0 f3 + γ5γ0γ · g0 + γ0γ · g1 − iγ · g2 − γ5γ · g3
]
. (2)
By calculating the physical densities of the system like charge, energy, momentum and angular momentum
in terms of the equal-time Wigner function, one can establish the physical meaning of the equal-time com-
ponents [11]. For instance, f0 is the charge density, f3 the mass density, g0 the spin current, g1 the number
current, and g3 the intrinsic magnetic moment. The equal-time transport equations of the components can
be viewed as extension of the classical Boltzmann equation [12, 13],
~(Dt f0 + D · g1) = 0, ~(Dtg0 + D f1) − 2Π × g1 = 0,
~(Dt f1 + D · g0) = −2m f2, ~(Dtg1 + D f0) − 2Π × g0 = − 2mg2,
~Dt f2 − 2Π · g3 = 2m f1, ~(Dtg2 − D × g3) + 2Π f3 = 2mg1,
~Dt f3 − 2Π · g2 = 0, ~(Dtg3 + D × g2) + 2Π f2 = 0, (3)
and the equal-time constraint equations which are the extension of the classical on-shell condition [12, 13],
∫
dp0p0V0 −Π · g1 + Π0 f0 = m f3,
∫
dp0p0A +
1
2
~D × g1 +Π f1 − Π0g0 = −mg3,∫
dp0p0A0 +Π · g0 − Π0 f1 = 0,
∫
dp0p0V − 1
2
~D × g0 +Π f0 − Π0g1 = 0,∫
dp0p0P +
1
2
~D · g3 + Π0 f2 = 0,
∫
dp0p0S
0iei − 1
2
~D f3 +Π × g3 − Π0g2 = 0,∫
dp0p0F − 1
2
~D · g2 + Π0 f3 = m f0,
∫
dp0p0S jkǫ
jkiei − ~D f2 + 2Π × g2 + 2Π0g3 = 2mg0, (4)
where the equal-time operators are defined as Dt = ∂t+Q
∫ 1/2
−1/2 dsE(x+ is~∇p) ·∇p, D = ∇+Q
∫ 1/2
−1/2 dsB(x+
is~∇p)×∇p, Π0 = iQ~
∫ 1/2
−1/2 dssE(x+ is~∇p) · ∇p andΠ = p− iQ~
∫ 1/2
−1/2 dssB(x+ is~∇p)×∇p. In the equal-
time framework, the electromagnetic field strengths E and B are used instead of the fields Aµ. It is clear that,
the constraint equations couple the equal-time components fi(x, p) and gi(x, p) (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) with the first
order energy moments
∫
dp0p0Γa(x, p)γ0 with Γa = {F, P,Vµ, Aµ, S µν}. Only in the classical limit with on-
shell condition p0 = ±Ep, the first order moments are reduced to ±Ep{ fi, gi}, and the transport and constraint
equations become a group of closed kinetic equations for the equal-time Wigner function. In general case
with quantum off-shell effect, all the energy moments are independent, they couple to each other and form
a hierarchy of kinetic equations [14]. To see explicitly the classical limit and quantum correction order by
order, we make semiclassical expansions for the covariant and equal-time components and operators.
Taking the classical on-shell condition, the constraint equations (4) automatically determine the posi-
tion of the shell, namely the particle energy Ep =
√
m2 + p2 and reduce the number of independent spin
components. At the first quantum level, to include a general off-shell effect in the kinetic theory, we add a
continuous function of p0 to the classical on-shell condition. At both classical and first quantum level, only
the fermion number density f0 and spin current g0 are independent, and the other components can simply be
expressed in terms of them [12, 13].
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Taking the expansion of ~ accordingly and use the relations from the constraint equations, one can derive
the transport equations of these two independent components at classical and quantum level,
(
D
(0)
t ±
p
Ep
· D(0)
)
f
(0)±
0
= 0,
(
D
(0)
t ±
p
Ep
· D(0)
)
g
(0)±
0
=
1
E2p
[
p ×
(
E × g(0)±
0
)
∓ EpB × g(0)±0
]
,
(
D
(0)
t ±
p
Ep
· D(0)
)
f
(1)±
0
=
E
2E2p
· D(0) × g(0)±
0
∓ 1
2E3p
B · (p · D(0))g(0)±
0
+
B × p
E4p
· E × g(0)±
0
,
(
D
(0)
t ±
p
Ep
· D(0)
)
g
(1)±
0
=
1
E2p
[
p ×
(
E × g(1)±
0
)
∓ EpB × g(1)±0
]
∓
 B
2E3p
± E × p
2E4p
 p · D(0) f (0)±0
∓
 (p · E)(E × p)
E5p
± p × (B × E)
2E4p
 f (0)±0 . (5)
The above four equations describe the transport of number density and spin density of a massive fermion
system in the external electromagnetic field background, and are valid for arbitrary fermion mass. With an
appropriate initial condition, one can solve firstly the classical transport equations and then the quantum
transport equations order by order. The first two equations are the phase-space version of a generalized
Bargmann-Michel-Telegdi equation [15]. The particle number density and spin density are independent to
each other at classical level but are coupled at quantum levels.
In chiral limit, while the vector and axial vector currents Vµ and Aµ are coupled to each other, their
combinations Jµ = Vµ +Aµ and Jµ = Vµ −Aµ are decoupled. The physics behind is the number conservation
of left-handed and right-handed fermions. To see the mass correction to the chiral conservation, we still
introduce the chiral currents J
χ
µ = Vµ+χAµ (χ = ±) in covariant formalism or fχ = f0+χ f1 and gχ = g1+χg0
in equal-time formalism. For massless fermions with certain chirality, the spin is not an independent degree
of freedom, and the spin distribution can be determined by the number density. For massive fermions, as the
spin direction does not follow the momentum direction, gχ and fχ independent components.
Using the transport equations (5), we can derive the transport equation of the classical and quantum
chiral components f
(0)±
χ and f˜
(1)±
χ = f
(1)±
χ ∓ χ p·B2E3p f
(0)±
χ , where we have shifted the first-order distribution
from f
(1)
χ to f˜
(1)
χ to remove the infrared divergence in chiral limit [16]. To see clearly the mass correction
to the chiral kinetic equations, we have taken Taylor expansion in terms of the fermion mass m in the
transport equations and kept only the linear terms in m which are explicitly shown on the right-hand side.
The sum of the two transport equation of f
(1)
χ to f˜
(1)
χ leads to the transport equation for the chiral component
fχ = f
(0)
χ + ~ f˜
(1)
χ . Introducing berry curvature [17] b = χp/2p
3, dispersion relation ǫp = p(1 − ~QB · b) and
velocity vp = ∇pǫp = p/p(1 + 2~Qb · B) − ~Q(p/p · b)B, the transport equation can be simplified as
∂t f
±
χ + x˙ · ∇ f ±χ + p˙ · ∇p f ±χ = χm
F1[g
±
3
]
√
G
+ ~m
F2[g
(0)±
3
]
√
G
, (6)
with the phase-space factorG = (1+~QB·b)2 and the equations of motion x˙ = 1√
G
[vp+~Q(vp·b)B+~QE×b],
p˙ =
Q√
G
[vp × B + E + ~(E · B)b]. And the two functions of the magnetic moment g3 are defined as
F1[g3] = −E·g
±
3
p2
and F2[g3] = ± 12p3 D(0) · (E × g±3 ) + 12p4 (p · D(0))(B · g±3 ) ∓ 32p5 (p × B) · (E × g±3 ). In
comparison with the chiral kinetic equation for massless fermions [18]. The two kinetic equations with and
without fermion mass have the same structure: the berry curvature, the equations of motion, and the phase-
space factor are exactly the same. The only difference is the nonzero collision terms on the right-hand side
generated by the interaction between the massive particle spin and electromagnetic fields.
Given the above kinetic equation (6) for fermion systems with small mass, it is of great interest to
find possible analytic solutions. When we turn off the electric field and keep only the magnetic field,
corresponding to the physics of chiral magnetic effect, the effective collision term can be solved through
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the classical transport equation. In this case, the effective collision term β(x, p, t) ≡ ~mF2[g(0)3 ]/
√
G
is known and the equation can be analytically solved [19]. The solution can be in general written as
f ±χ (x, p, t) = f
±
χ0
(x0(x, p, t; t0), p0(x, p, t; t0), t0) +
∫ t
t0
β(x(x0, p0, t0; t
′), p(x0, p0, t0, t′), t′)dt′. The other point
in the case with only magnetic field is that, the mass correction is only a quantum correction, since the
collision term is at the first order in ~. This leads to the conclusion that, the mass correction to the chiral
magnetic effect should be small. When the electric field is turned on, the mass correction appears already at
classical level, see the first collision term with F1 in (6). Therefore, in the case with only electrical field or
both electrical and magnetic fields, the mass correction will become more important.
While the quantum chiral anomaly and related phenomena in fermion systems are widely discussed in
chiral limit, the mass correction in real case should be seriously considered. We derived the transport equa-
tions for the particle number and spin densities at classical level and to the first order quantum correction.
To see clearly the fermion mass correction to the chiral kinetic equations, we take Taylor expansion in terms
of the mass, and to the linear order we obtained kinetic equations with mass correction. The mass correc-
tion is reflected as effective collision terms in the transport equations. Different from chiral limit where the
chiral number density is the only independent quantity and its transport equation controls the evolution of
the system, spin density becomes independent for massive fermions, and the chiral number density and spin
density are coupled to each other. In the case with only magnetic field, the mass correction is a quantum
correction, and the chiral number density can be analytically solved.
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